q win: COMFY UNDIES FOR HIM
TACKLE THOSE JAM-PACKED WEEKDAYS IN SHEER COMFORT
Introducing the MyPakage Weekday Men’s Underwear Series
A new player in the men’s underwear scene is set to change the
shape of this everyday staple with their launch into the Australian
market this month.
Originally heralding from Canada, MyPackage is debuting patented technology, aimed at keeping man parts supported, secure and
eliminating the need for the ‘re-arrange.’
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The MyPakage Weekday Series of boxers and trunks are built for unrivalled shape, support and style. Harnessing a multitude of
innovative new technologies to achieve the perfect fit, the Weekday Series are the ultimate men’s underwear to tackle the working
week in absolute comfort.
Featuring MyPakage’s patented Keyhole Comfort Technology™, a three-dimensional internal pocket for the ‘man parts’ allowing
for maximum support and comfort. As these man parts have been given their own VIP area within the underwear, this eliminates the
otherwise frequent (and awkward) need for guys to re-arrange themselves in public.
MyPakage™ garments use a unique blend of Modal (95%) and Spandex (5%), this material is super-soft, stretchy, far more
moisture absorbent than cotton and is extremely breathable. Additionally, this optimal fabric combination will keep your Weekday
boxer briefs and trunks wrinkle-free, shrink-free and resistant to pilling.
One of the key features of the MyPakage men’s underwear range is the pucker panel. This fabric panel allows for the critical stitching
to be removed from the wearer’s key comfort zones, eliminating rubbing or chafing on any seams or stitching. Any stitching within the
underwear has been flat-locked providing a virtually seamless finish, to minimise any form of irritation, even the most sensitive skin.
The technology and materials used to create Men’s underwear haven’t changed in decades. But thanks to the innovative patented
technologies and groundbreaking material blends used to create MyPakage. These underwear are going to bring Aussie men out of
stone-age and into a bright future of comfort and style.
MyPakage Weekday Series: Available nationally via Deus Ex Machina, City Beach and other key men’s retailers also online via www.
mypakage.com.au
Weekday Boxer Briefs & Trunks - From RRP: $39.95 Available in a wide range of colours and patterns. Sizing from Small to Extra
Large.

To win one of seven pairs we have on offer this month, email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with MyPackage in the subject line and
include your address and preferred size.
* All prizes are open to everyone, except those which specifically state you must be over 18 to enter. Entries close on the final day of each
calendar month with the prize draw taking place at 5pm the following day at Apt. 1, 13 Rae Street. Chadstone VIC 3184. Names and addresses
of people winning prizes valued at or over $250 ONLY will be published in the following issue of QMagazine.
All monthly winners are notified by email.

